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SUMMARY
diversified economy,

Cameroon boasts a surprisingly

CLASS WILLING TO PAY FOR EDUCATION
more

trade

and investment from abroad, and

who want to do something positive
rare

among African

The country
unfavorable.

a core of people

for their people

their

all

factions, including the ruling party,

country—a sentiment

known

in the United States,

and much

economic growth

rates

have been slowed

role in the

economy, delays in privatization of state

Yet, while

Cameroon
this

faces

many obstacles on

complex society

more than enough

that has

that Americans think they

transparency, has contributed to a perception that

reports that

be experts in

and

from

The long incumbency of the government of President Paul

communication and

The IMF

AND HEALTH CARE, A TOP-DOWN DESIRE FOR
been

all

too

political elites.

not well

is

a substantial middle

enterprises,

by,

among

is

and

its

authoritarian

the path to development,

team

is

and unresponsive.

other things, a heavy government

and a poor business

after just a week's visit, a visiting

to conclude that there

Biya,

it is

do know

limitations in terms of

climate.

and while no one can pretend
in early

a degree of change brewing at the

to

September saw and heard

working

level that

is

not well

understood, in the United States. The steps already taken are impressive and widespread

known,

still less

enough

that the country deserves a closer look to better understand the nature

and extent of these

events.

THE NOTEWORTHY DEVELOPMENTS described
and observed in a series of

meetings with government and
non-government spokesmen werenationwide
•
effort
to
.
create a more transparent and
rationalizing

voters
•

•

and adding

to those rolls an estimated

have never been registered;

expand the

a.mall

role

officials

but active human

reaWion

rights

that the national effort

on public health has been underestimated
due to a failure to
include spending categories outside
the Health Ministry's budget-

much freer press

an

than

who decided that the country needed a one-stop
shop
and made it happen-cutting the time
needed to

much more

for the registration of new

register a business

days to 2; and,

an

is

activist minister

businesses,

•

effort to

explain

it

from more than 35

reform the tax system in order to generate
more revenue, broaden coverage, better
and bring it closer to the taxpayers.

to the public,

of these headmgs

„ was deeded

programs are asked

that ,„

do so would be inappropriate

own programs and solutions.

to define their

SK

Mel"

that

"

since countries that seek

Instead, the

bC addrBSed iD

MCA

GWI team simply wishes

™

°«>e

•

completion of the electoral reform process

-

consideration of additional legislation
to bolster the anti-corruption
campaign
additional support for the human rights
commission's work in such areas as
prison reform and
pre-trial detention

•

•
•
•

of eligible

foster awareness and reporting
of corrupt practices, including pending
legislation
of the Anti-Corruption Commission
in the prosecution of corrupt

generally is recognized in the United
States, but one that also
corrupt, since few outlets have the
resources to be independent of
interest groups-

•

40%

commission that claims some success in
adding human rights topics
to the training curriculum of
the national police, working with
the European Union to improve
prison conditions, and supporting
a new law to shorten periods of
pre-trial detention-

a

•

better-organized electoral system, including

rolls

a national effort to
to

•

who

and computerizing the voter

conversations and

compilation of national data in such
areas as public health
expanding the one-stop shops from the
two largest cities to the
continuation of the Finance Ministry's
fiscal and tax reform

rest

of the country

efforts.

Finally, the visiting

to be

p

on the road

,

to

change

here; sugg£st

his legacy

^

m coming years. The staff-level reformers in the areas reviewed

or their efforts, provided
for

^

^

team heard repeatedly that President
Biya is concerned about
fact
with th£ oth£r
summarized

it is

made

welcome additional help from the U.S.

several areas

Treasury.

it

here would like help
and manageable ways. The Finance
Ministry
from the International Monetary Fund,
but might
g

available in appropriate

example receives technical assistance in

and wants

THE MCA
PROJECT
GoodWorks

International (GWI) is a consulting firm dedicated to
PROMOTING PRIVATE TRADE AND INVESTMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND

GWI was retained by the Government of Cameroon in June, 2010 to advise on
its efforts to obtain a Compact under the U.S.
Millennium Challenge Account. GWI registered for this
the countries of Africa.

is

purpose with the Justice Department,

done under the

project will be

as

required by the Foreign Agents Registration Act.

direction of the

MCA Task Force that

is

Work on

this

part of the Office of the Prime

Minister of Cameroon.

During the period September 6-11, 2010, a
policy and practice that have a bearing

shows that

it is

The

on a country's

doing well on indicators measuring

and immunization
indicator.

GWI team visited Cameroon to survey several areas of

rates,

visiting

but

is

falling short

on

MCA status. Cameroon's MCA score sheet (Annex 1)

inflation, fiscal policy, natural resources

others, including the critical Control

team was informed, however, that

there have been

that are not well reflected in the data, either because they
for cultural reasons, are

not very good

observed that in Bantu culture,

it is

at telling their

it,

many changes

the

to

do a more

in relevant areas

happened recently or because Cameroonians,
story.

Cameroon's Ambassador in Washington

considered boastful and arrogant to talk about one's

though he agrees that Cameroon needs
In the short time available to

own

management,

of Corruption

effective job

of disseminating the

GWI team could not by any means delve into

own

achievements,

facts.

all

the complex issues

MCA rating. An additional complication was that part of the week was devoted to work with
a private hospital client. Accordingly, the team chose to concentrate
MCA work in three main areas:
that affect an

its

a)

understanding certain changes already under

way that could

affect the political rights/civil liberties/

anti-corruption indicators in the top line ("Ruling Justly") of the

MCA score sheet, since nothing will

be possible without improvement there;
b) exploring prospects for

since that

is

a

improving the business indicator in the third ("Economic Freedom")

problem area

in

Cameroon, has a bearing on other

indicators,

and

line,

carries potential for

rapid short-term improvement; and
c)

reviewing the
recent

fiscal

and macroeconomic

indicators in the

same

line

of the score sheet, in light of a

IMF report that suggested there may be some risk to the current high scores

Unfortunately, other than a brief meeting with the Minister of
Health,

in those areas.

it was not possible to delve very far
into the "Investing in People" indicators in the second line of
the score sheet, or to look at other important

issues like

"Regulatory Quality."

PRIME MINISTER'S CHEF DU CABINET
The program started with a meeting convened by the Minister/Director

who also is overall coordinator of the
MCA Task Force. At this meeting, designated MCA Contact personnel in several Ministries

of the Prime Minister's Cabinet,
Government's

and

state agencies

provided a

summary of their work;

In opening the meeting, the Minister

had been elsewhere than on the

commented

see following subject headings.

that the government's attention in the last

MCA project. Now that the MCA Task Force

is

in place

few years

and reporting

directly to the

Prime Minister, however, the Government wishes to refocus

continuing

domestic work, the Minister/Coordinator expressed an interest in learning from the

its

experiences of other

In addition to

its efforts.

MCA partner countries, particularly with respect to improving the business climate.

The ensuing week's program included meetings with the Anti-Corruption Commission (CONAC),
Elections

Cameroon (ELECAM),

the

Human Rights

TV, the Minister of Small/Medium Enterprises and

new businesses),

Shop, for registering

the tax

Commission,

representatives of the press

his staff, (including the

and budget/treasury

staffs

and radio/

Guichet Unique, or

One

of the Finance Ministry, a

Stop

member

of the principal opposition party (the Social Democratic Front, SDF), and the U.S. Embassy. The visiting

team
Force

also

had

a private

meeting with the Prime Minister, under whose

now operates. The

following

summary is

direct supervision the

organized by agency, and

MCA Task

may aggregate material from more

than one source in each case.

RULING
JUSTLY
ANTI-CORRUPTION COMMISSION (CONAC)
CONAC WAS CREATED IN MARCH 2006, BUT DID NOT BECOME OPERATIONAL
UNTIL 2009—-LEADING SOME TO SUSPECT THAT IT WAS A SHADOW ORGANIZATION
without

real

power. Spokesmen for the Government respond that the delay was caused by the need to

prepare a budget; conduct statutorily required public consultations

and

to get organized.

line

under the

office

There were claims

of the Presidency.

need more money and

CONAC's

role, as

it

on nomination of its Board members,

was underfunded, but the Chairman

When

asked whether

its

says

it

now has

a budget

resources are adequate, he said they

do

staff.

explained by

its

consciousness-raising, investigation,

Chairman, focuses in

and sanctions.

It

this initial

has developed programs

of corruption for radio/TV broadcasts, and in partnership with

from the primary level on up

—

'to

phase on public information and
costs

and prevention

NGOs has developed school programs

implant anti-corruption in the national psyche.'

There are similar programs, in cooperation with international groups
agencies like the Justice Ministry

on the

and the Investment Forum, aimed

at

like

the

UNDP and domestic

spreading awareness of corruption

in specific "Pillars of Integrity" such as the National Assembly, courts, law enforcement agencies, pension

funds, and the media.

CONAC runs training programs tailored to the problems of particular sectors such as forestry,
transportation,

and education. While the inclusion of education in

staff cited as justification the persistence

admission, even to primary school.

own money in his home town
practices led

may be

surprising, the

of sexual harassment of students and demands for payoffs for

A politician from an opposition party told of building a school with his

because there was no other within 80 kilometers, and then being required to

pay a Minister $1500 before the school could be

Such

this list

certified

by the government.

CONAC to develop and implement a plan to declare 2010-201 1

school year," and to maintain a rapid-response mobile unit to respond immediately to

secondary schools.

finance,

"a corruption-free
calls,

especially in

A national anti-corruption strategy in education was to be presented to the Government

on September 24.

CONAC's

efforts

these early phases

the capital.

on

in

is

extend to

The visiting team

and Regions (equivalent

to provinces),

though most

activity in

of ministries

looked

briefly

50-60 Permanent

who were

components of what

sectoral

agencies

concentrated in Yaounde,

a training session for

Secretaries

all

is

become

to

national anti-corruption strategy.

Minister publicly endorsed

discussing
a

The Prime

CONAC's

general

approach in June.
Sanctions at
primarily to

CONAC's

disposal

amount

—including

naming and shaming

sending reports of alleged
to the President

and

official

corruption

relevant Minister. This

power may carry more weight than
appears, however, since the agency

under the Presidency and
the rest of government.

is

first
falls

directly

independent of

The President may on

occasion send a letter to the relevant Minister,
in follow-up to a

CONAC complaint, asking

be informed of the action being taken.

to

As a

the

result,

Chairman maintains

corrupt behavior. There
places,

is

that there

a national hot-line

is

a certain fear of

CONAC that itself can help deter

number, displayed prominendy

in airports

on which anyone can submit complaints; the number of such "denunciations"

is

and other public
said to be rising.

In some cases the staff has gone direcdy to an offender's superiors, as in one instance where evidence of
corrupt behavior by the police was sent directly to the offender's
police officers

commanding

officer.

reportedly were sacked and the commander sent back a report to

In that case several

CONAC.

CONAC does not have authority to arrest or prosecute; those functions are reserved to the Ministry of
along to the Ministry, along with
Justice exclusively. CONAC can, however, assemble evidence and send
recommendations for prosecution. As of the time of the visit, CONAC had referred cases involving
it

its

47

civil

servants for consideration of prosecution.

the National

Assembly that could provide

An

anti-corruption

bill is

expected to be tabled in

CONAC expanded authority to appear in court and make

presentations in support of its cases.

The team understood

that there are gaps in the statutory coverage of issues related to corruption. For

example, there
indeed, the

is

requirement that government

a legal

Ambassador

in

officials

make

public disclosure of their asset— and

Washington confirms that he must account

for

also

was told that there

is

no protection

for whistle-blowers,

payments to him of salary,

all

allowances and expenses— but the team was informed that
this requirement

is

widely ignored. The team'

and no laws to criminalise money laundering

or require forfeiture of the proceeds of corrupt activity.

CAMEROON

ELECTIONS

IN
(ELECAM)
History: Cameroon's first m urn -party elections since
1966, prior to
INDEPENDENCE, WERE HELD IN 1992, UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF THE
MINISTRY OF
Territorial Administration (MINAT— roughly
equivalent to the Department of the Interior). After several
election cycles

were held under

over the results,

this system, critics objected that it gave the
government undue influence
and so the National Elections Observatory (NEO) was established
in December 2000. The

NEO was unable to quiet the criticism, however, since
electoral process

it was charged with supervising, not
managing, the
and was not strong enough to control MINAT. In addition, the
multiplicity of electoral

laws and organizations created conflicts
parties. In its final report

on the 2004

and confusion

elections, the

as well as a persistent

outcry from opposition

NEO recommended that

it

be replaced by an

independent elections commission.

The law creating
within 18 months.

ELECAM was passed in December 2006,
It

actually

opened

for business in January

the time needed for the public consultations

and

called for the agency to

be operational

2009, with the delay due principally to

mandated by the

law, and for the President to appoint its
Board Members, Director General and Deputy Director General,
and senior staff. The immediate need to

manage the 2007

elections also contributed to the delay in the changeover

The composition of the Board has been

a source of controversy.

for a

12-member

Electoral

moral uprightness,
impartiality."

The

They

from the

NEO to ELECAM.

ELECAM law (see Annex 2)

calls

Board composed of persons of "stature,

intellectual honesty, patriotism, neutrality,

are to be appointed

Republic "upon consultation with
the National Assembly and

civil

and

by the President of the

political parties represented in

society"—though the law does not

require that appointees be chosen

from the

lists

of party nominees.

A section tided "Conflict of Interests" states that the duties of the
Boards members

"shall

be incompatible with those of members of

government" or a long list of other public positions,
those of a member or candidate of a political party.

As many

as

9 of the 12 current Board

been members of the

CPDM,

historical fact, however, the

country, so even a major opposition figure like

by the

law, all

SDF leader John

prosecution during their terms in

ELECAM's

are said to

with

have

the ruling party. As a matter of

CPDM once was the only party in the

Fru Ndi once was a member. As required

CPDM members resigned from the party when they were appointed to ELECAM. The

Board members are appointed for terms of four
arrest or

members

as well as

years,

and can be reappointed. They

are

immune from

Pay and conditions of service are spelled out in the
law.
powers of organizing, conducting, and overseeing all aspects
of elections are specified
office.

quite

clearly in the law.

The power

to certify

and announce the

results

of the elections, however,

is

held by the

—

Constitutional Council.

The President of the Republic

There are lower-level commissions

of public administration that carry

levels

responsible for registering voters
representatives

from the

During the

names of their chairmen and

The

ELECAM

the agency

who

ballots after

the only one charged with

process for the political parties, the law

since

that

it

commissions are

lists

of such local commissions including
3).

asserted that
staff seems to be highly motivated and dedicated to their mission. They

now is

staff also

and communal

They must by law include

election.

members (Annex

managing

elections,

was of the view that

it is

and

that

independent of the

it is

staff maintained that

government. As to membership of the commissions, the

The

an

to the people. These

the media carried

their political party

to define electoral constituencies.

with observing the ballot counting and certifying

are charged

visit,

power

provincial), divisional (county),

(i.e.

ELECAM's mandate

and counting

political parties,

the results by their signatures.
the

at the regional

retains the

by

helps to ensure accurate results that will

rest

of

providing a role in the

be accepted by the public.

appropriate for the government to have a role in the commissions,

and

has responsibility for the security of elections

for provision of any additional help or

equipment

might be needed.

Administration of Elections: The senior staff reported that ELECAM
NOW HAS RECRUITED AND TRAINED H50 FIELD OPERATIVES WHO WILL RUN 360
field offices

around the country. They will be responsible for outreach, including: explaining

functions to voters; partnering with

civil society

about their

local political party branches

groups; informing communities about their rights

and duties

roles

ELECAM's

in

an

election; receiving complaints;

and

and resolving

voter registration issues.

This
past

last

is

critical.

ELECAM's

by poor management, weak

an estimated 8.5 million
such

staff says quite credibly that voter registration has

and

capacity,

logistical

eligible voters are registered,

as duplicate registrations.

Voter

lists

and

is

from

names do not appear on

of the receipt or

if

lists at

of which are forwarded to Yaounde
at registration,

election time, they will be allowed to vote

they can be positively identified by

many of those

providing help in computerization. The visiting

registration forms, tear-off copies

local

fewer than 5 million out of

MINAT needed to be reconciled and

completion to be entered into the computers. Voters are issued a receipt
their

result,

there are problems even with

that were inherited

updated, so the United Nations Development Program

team was shown the one-page

problems. As a

been hampered in the

some other

and

if for

after

any reason

anyway on presentation

The visiting team was

local resident.

informed that there are procedures in place to resolve disputes and prevent double voting.

HON.

AWUDU

MBAYA, OPPOSITION MP

The team called on The Honorable Awudu Mbaya, a member of the
National Assembly from the Social Democratic Front (the largest
opposition party) and the

official in

charge of managing the Assembly's budget. In a wide-ranging and

often passionate discussion of Cameroonian society
centralized system that

President;

politics,

he remarked that the country has a highly

sometimes veers toward intolerance. Yet he asserted that "nobody

what we want

is

than soccer," but there are
political participation,

and

a level playing

field."

many areas where

and there

In his opinion, democracy

institutions are weak, there are

are persistent incongruities

between

is

"no more alien to

no

electoral

rejects

"rules

Paul Biya

Cameroon

of engagement" for

law and practice.

as

1

He

recalled that the original

meant

to correct a situation

ELECAM law was

NEO did

where the

not have the power to be independent of MINAT:
"even Paul Biya said so."

The

law's prohibitions

on appointment of any official of a government
agency, security force, state-owned enterprise, or
political party to the Electoral
result.

Board were the

ELECAM was to have the sole power to

organize elections and proclaim the results, so the
parties duly

—not

appointed, however

After the passage of the

even from the

2009

list

submitted

forwarded by

of persons of integrity

CPDM.

amendment removing term

constitutional

lists

appointment to the Board. None of them was

for

on the

limits

President, the

ELECAM law was amended to institutionalize the participation of party representatives, as well as of
MINAT, in all levels of ELECAM s structure down to the district levels. This, plus the fact that 9 of the 1
new Board members, plus the Chair-man, were former members of the CPDM, created the appearance
of undue government influence, in Mr. Mbaya's view, even though the

upon

positions

The
law

as

SDF

their

appointments

takes the position that Cameroon's greatest need

written

is

Electoral Board.

"viable," the

to maintain

SDF thinks

The government even

ELECAM commissions.

Even

so,

new members

resigned their party

required by the law.

as

that

no good

for
is

good

elections.

who

of 1992, no private

Assembly.

He

candidates

would win

still

on the

various

other parties will not boycott the elections but will seek

Mr. Mbaya stated that Cameroon needs more diverse points of view to be heard. His

ago

makeup of the

sit

an open dialogue with the government.

the English-speaking opposition that
elections

ELECAM

While the

possible with the current

designates the representatives of civil society

SDF and the

the

is

election

bill

is

some

the public sphere.

from any party (even the ruling

asserted further that the
in

now heard in

2002

areas. Finally,

elections

He said that,

results

the only voice of

been accepted in the National

party) has

were cancelled when

he recalled that the

is

since the multi-party

it

appeared that opposition

of a census conducted

six years

have not been published.

NATIONAL COMMISSION ON
HUMAN RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS
The

NCHRF was created as long ago as

AGENCY,

25%

ITS

of its funds are provided under

international

NGOs,

its

line

bilateral aid donors,

item in the national budget. The

and the

UN. As

conveys the appearance of operating on a lean budget.

he would

like,

1992. While

it is

a Government

PRESIDENT, A FORMER CAREER DIPLOMAT, SAID THAT ONLY ABOUT

yet maintained that the agency

is

comes from

a result the Commission, like

The

effective

rest

—

local

President conceded that his budget
as in one case

where

it

went

and

many such groups,
is

not what

to court over a case

of police misconduct and won.

primary functions consist of promoting public awareness and acceptance of human
where those rights are violated, and supporting the victims whose rights are abused. The
Its

10

rights, intervening

Commission

publishes regular reports

on such

prison

activities as

visits,

[NCHRF s] primary

investigations

of complaints from the public and occasional confrontations with

The Commission conducts

agencies of government.

rights training for police in their training schools

"intensive"

functions consist of

human

and post-training

promoting public

workshops, some of them in partnership with the Catholic University.

The Commissions

reports are used in administrative

and

awareness and acceptance

judicial proceedings.

The Chairman and Vice Chairman
the Commission. Other

such institutions
the churches.
a chairman,

as

The

projects.
staff,

respectively

rights,

Supreme Court, the

intervening where those

and

universities,

on

civil rights,

economic and

rights are violated,

cultural

offices in various parts

who

supporting the victims

of the country and 28

review incoming complaints and offer legal

has links to

some 300

locally active

whose rights are abused.

NGOs, and liaison

with Ghana and other neighboring countries that are helping to prepare a
national

human rights

MAJOR

action plan.

ISSUES! Cameroonian law draws on both English common law and

befitting a country that has English-

and French-speaking populations. French

the Napoleonic tradition,

legal practice allows for

lengthy pre-trial detention while investigations are under way, drawing criticism from domestic and foreign
civil rights

groups. Recent legislation set a limit

maximum limit of one year for
extended detention

is

on such detention of six months, renewable once

ordinary crimes and 18 months for more serious offenses.

the limited capacity of the courts, so there

is

One

for a

reason for

an effort underway to open more courts

while worldng with the European Union to improve prison conditions.

The

President of the

as Nigeria's.

Commission remarked

He commented,

that Cameroon's press

is

as obstreperous,

and

free,

however, that some instances that appear to be press harassment are a

consequence of a reporter "going overboard"

(see following section).

THE PRESS, RADIO/TV
Freedom to

The Cameroonian hosts repeatedly said that the local
media are so free that they routinely publish outright lies, even about
Lie:

the President, without any retribution.

middle of the

city where,

As

on September

evidence, they took the visitors to a large press kiosk in the

10,

one of many incendiary front pages quoted an alleged warning

by the leader of the SDF, John Fru Ndi, that "Cameroon
back the example

at

Annex 4, announcing

firm, at a cost of "billions," to burnish his

that the contract (on

Presidency,

the mark.

and

groups such as prisoners and children, and special

including lawyers
It

of human

NCHRF has four functional groups, each headed by

There are branch

aid to citizens.

permanent members of

by the President from

are appointed

parliament, the

working

rights, vulnerable

members

are the sole

file

on Verge of Civil War!" The team

related to the elections;

is

also

brought

had recruited Ambassador Andrew Youngs

image ahead of the 201 1

with the Department of Justice)

and includes nothing

(is)

that the President

election.

GWI wishes to point out

with the Office of the Prime Minister, not the

lastly,

the stated size of the fee

is

very far wide of

The team met with the Publisher of the Standard Tribune,
an independent paper printed in English
(CRTV), a major broadcaster that receives government

plus the webmaster of Cameroon Radio/Television

support, for a lengthy discussion of the

and 47 broadcasting

and

acts as a sort

Cameroon media. They said

outlets in the country.

of official

gazette;

CRTV,

government funding. Otherwise the media

One paper,
as already

the

that there are

Cameroon Tribune,

is

some 600 newspapers
government-owned

mentioned, receives more than the usual

are privately

of

level

owned, though the government has a media

subsidy fund of CFAF150 million annually (about
$300,000), divided among all outlets that can show
that they have published (or broadcast) with
some regularity and paid their taxes. The objective is to
support an active media that informs the public, though
the amount that any single outlet receives is so
small as to be nearly irrelevant-especially for radio
and
stations, some of which have corporate owners
from South Africa or elsewhere.

TV

CASH

IS

KlNG:

According to the two media contacts, a central fact of life for
Cameroon's press is a
constant scramble for money. They estimated that only
about a dozen of the 600 newspapers subscribe to
serious journalistic standards, and of those only a
few—the Standard Tribune and the English-language
Post, plus three or four

French papers—have enough revenue from circulation
and the small advertising
viability. None of them can claim circulation
of more than 10,000.

market to approach financial

One

of the French papers has the added advantage of controlling
the

which can

eat

up

much

as

as

40%

distribution channels, such as

The

rest

of a client paper's revenue. (The Standard Tribune
paying intercity buses to carry its copies.)

of the 600 papers, and

other sponsors.

Many

newspaper distribution

largest

many broadcast

including the one

shown

at

oudets,

must

Annex

4, are the personal

rely for

so.

service,

looking for other

support on political parties or

with an axe to grind, and publish a few hundred copies
only sporadically
or a particular reason for doing

is

instruments of an individual

when they have

hand

the cash in
In these circumstances the incentive for corrupt
behavior is huge.

For example, the team was told that it is common for
a reporter to demand a bribe to publish favorable
information on a public figure, or to claim to have
derogatory information and demand blackmail to withhold it. This process can work both ways, of course, but
the use of bribes or pressure by officials is much
more widely recognized than is similar behavior by the
press.

The

CEO of the Standard Tribune commented that this environment at its worst can

or even lethal for serious journalism.

good information on
"journalists" got
quiet.

Nor
The
no

He

which his paper had developed
scam involving members of the National Assembly. A
group of unscrupulous
and went to the offending parliamentarians to demand
a bribe

a visa

wind of it

for keeping

The Tribune ended up canceling the
is

series

they were planning

lest

is

innocent until proven guilty

ethical or legal rules covering criminal libel.

be held accountable for a libelous

While

story, individual

a

families

TOWARD MORE

and

children, with

PROFESSIONALISM:

that the performance of the

prosecution of corrupt

false

suspects.

not established, and there are virtually

Board of Directors,

like

Standard Tribune's, might

cannot—if they can even

reporting about public officials that had very

no way to hold the authors accountable.
There

is

said to be widespread public

media can only be improved

officials

on treatment of criminal

sponsors of scandal sheets

be found. The team heard several reports of vicious but

on

is

it

they appear to be part of the scam

there widespread journalistic adherence to professional
standards

idea that an accused person

negative effects

be dangerous

recalled a recent instance in

in the long

and more professional training

agreement in Cameroon

run by a combination of vigorous

for journalists.

The

latter idea

is

not

as

simple

as

may sound,

it

however.
like its jurisprudence,

Cameroon's media,

The English one

divergent English and French traditions.

emphasizes sourcing, context, and

opinion separate. The French
likes to

mix

press,

on the other hand,

more

discursive

Cameroon, most of the training

—even

in the French tradition

suggested response

is

some of the

is

done

for those writing in English.

to seek training in professional

standards from groups like Reporters
address

but aims to keep

the journalist's opinion with

presentations. In

One

facts,

draw on

Without Borders. To

financial pressures, there

to consolidate purchases of major

is

a proposal

imported items

newsprint, possibly as a form of aid in kind

if

like

donors can

be found.

INVESTING
IN PEOPLE
HEALTH EXPENDITURES
an unavoidably brief meeting, the Minister of Health said that the
government has tended to assume for statistical reporting purposes that
In

the Health Ministry budget

is

the complete record of its efforts in this

field.

There

now is

a realization,

however, that this assumption ignores significant expenditures in such areas as medical care for the armed
forces,

in the defense budget, or nutrition programs that are the

documented

ministry.

The government

is

undertaking a review to ensure that

approach, which should help improve

its

ratings

on the

it's

purview of the agriculture

reporting takes a

more comprehensive

MCA score sheet.

IMPROVING THE BUSINESS CLIMATE
A commonly cited problem in Cameroon

is

an unfavorable business environment. The "World Bank's

Doing Business Report ranks Cameroon 171st out of 183

countries, with the lowest rankings in Starting a

Business, Dealing with Construction Permits, Register-in Property,

and Obtaining

Credit. Yet

Cameroon

boasts a highly diversified economy, according to the IMF, with services (including government)

accounting for
livestock

44%

5.9%, and

of GDP, manufacturing 19.2%, agriculture 18.9%,
utilities

and construction, 4.7%. With a

region, the business potential clearly

The

is

relatively

oil

& mining 7.3%, forestry &

high level of national income for

high.

discussions under this heading were conducted mainly with the Ministries of Small

Enterprises,

its

& Medium

and of Finance.
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a

UNISTRY OF SMALL &
MEDIUM ENTERPRISES

30

Top10

Constraints to Firms Investment
(Percentof firms identifying problem as their
greatest obstacles

in

Cameroon, 2009)

ESS BUREAUCRACY!
university

In a lively meeting, the

professor—said that on taking

doing business in Cameroon was very
especially startups.

Among other

with costs in proportion, to

office

Minister—

he found that

difficult for small enterprises,

things,

it

took 35-40 days,

He decided on an
experimental basis to open one-stop shops for business registration

in the

two main

cities,

register a business.

Yaounde and Douala, which would be

replicated elsewhere if successful.

In the

fl

five

months following

One-Stop Shop, on April

creation of the "Guichet Unique," or

5, the Minister said

1 12 new businesses
were registered in Yaounde, including 20 by women; in Douala,
the

a

total

1

was 127. The time limit

three days.

for

completing a registration

With only half a years

to

do

cities.

fact

did not get a comparable pre-April figure.

The Minister

better in the

A major objective

have been brought

is

to

CFA 55.000F

setting

up

"business incubators" in the three

universities,

drawing in

The Minister and
of security

forces,

main

cities

window of the

to

improve

it.

own staff and others

training centers to teach businessmen such basics
as

accounting, with technical support from the Ministry of
Finance

up

we

send a team to look into the prospects for creating a one-stop

its

is

in

or just over $100;

it already had been done. They now
will look at ways
The Ministry is providing management training in its business
support functions for

ministries like Finance. It also

and they

budget resources.

shop, and was surprised to find that

from relevant

but he hopes

it,

to reduce registration costs,

down

He said he needs more

earlier this year to

his

second year and to extend the model to other

said that the International Finance Corporation,
the private sector lending

World Bank, had proposed

new system,

experience in the

Ministry's staff is not yet entirely comfortable with

now is

and business

associations. It also

is

setting

of Douala, Yaounde and Maroua, in cooperation with

their students for research, training,

and technical

local

assistance in business development.

working to reduce "bureaucratic interference" and the visible
presence
where such factors might act as constraints. He firmly denied
that crime or access
his staff also are

to

finance are any

much

more

better than in

significant than other problems,

most of its

and the presence of security

BREAKING
on

and pointed out that daily security in Cameroon is
neighbors. (The visiting team can testify that the streets
seemed orderly,

forces

was minimal.)

NEW GROUND: The Government's objective

is

to

expand the

industrial sector, focusing

of comparative advantage or immediate opportunity. For
instance, far too
rot before it could be consumed or sold, due
to lack of storage, refrigeration,
areas

much produce

used to

and transportation.

Some of the
industries

proceeds of the

by making

all

relief are

available interest-free loans for

demonstration projects under
in

2006 HIPC debt

Regions of the country.

way in

just

being used to develop or expand food-processing

equipment and other start-up

one Region, and the Minister

is

costs.

aiming for a

There are ten

total,

of 1 50 projects

CAPACITY BUILDINGS The

Canadians are providing technical assistance in the form of a diagnostic

program of major problems for

business,

and competitiveness

productivity

and major

forestry,

and to help define

handed

The team paid

a brief visit to the "Guichet Unique," or

on a

a packet of instructions

side street in the

main

and forms that includes

a business. All small-business applicants, local or foreign,

business district. Every applicant

no

For larger foreign-owned enterprises, applicants

as their financial

met

Next, the team

such agencies

as

of the location of the business

and technical

half a dozen

if necessary for

fees listed

the

many areas

of town where

may need notarized

evidence of

capacity.

officials at

a

row of desks on the ground

and

clearance.

The

last

floor

who were

assigned

stop before an applicant exits the building

desk of a representative from the Finance Ministry's Treasury directorate,
all

upon

register

by

the Justice Ministry, the Finance Ministry's tax department, and the Social Security Fund,

to provide their agency's approval

for

needed to

must meet the same requirements, which include

map

street addresses exist.

"One-Stop Shop,"

virtually everything

providing a hand-drawn

such factors

are helping to increase

in existing enterprises in such strong job-creating sectors as agriculture,

located in a small but well-kept building
is

The Japanese

infrastructure.

THE ONE-STOP SHOP:
entering

solutions.

on the printed schedule

no

applicants to pay

who

accepts a single

extracurricular collections.

The

fee schedule

who

tries to

the

payment

in the application packet. Signs posted in the hallways

except those listed on the schedule and to report anyone

fees

is

warn

make

attached at Annex 5.

is

The team saw two completed small-business

registrations,

one by a Cameroonian and one from a

Chinese applicant, showing that their application processes began on September 7 and were completed on

September 9

—

well within the three-day limit.

MINISTRY OF FINANCE
Government policies with respect to budgeting, expenditures, taxation,
and trade, both directly and indirectly via their effect on the business

MCA indicators. The team therefore met with senior staff of the
taxation department and the budget & treasury side of the Ministry. The focus in both was on the reforms
environment, are central to various

being undertaken to regularize and simplify various policy, nomenclature, accounting, and tax procedures,

with substantial potential payoff in terms of improving the business climate. The
questions

on

certain issues in

government finances due

to their potential effect

GWI team raised specific

on the

MCA indicators

(see "Fiscal Issues," below).

FISCAL ISSUES! The

latest Article

economy was

the International

issued

by

June 28, 2010. Article IV of the

—

—

usually annual

member

IMF

reviews by the

IV report on Cameroon's

charter requires regular

Fund

There are ten demonstration

Monetary Fund on

staff,

country, of the country's economic

projects

under way in just one

with every

and

financial

Region,

and

the Minister

is

aiming

circumstances. In the case of Cameroon, the report identified
a series of problems that, if not addressed,

might jeopardize

Cameroon's very favorable ratings for inflation and

on the

MCA score sheet.

fiscal

for a total of 150 projects in

all

policy

Regions of the country.
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There were large unfinanced payments owed to State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs)

SONARA,

and a

large

additional pressure

bank

on the budget. Other problems included

SOEs. The team had neither the time nor
the interest of maintaining

The Ministry

like the oil refinery,

in fragile condition, raising the possibility of a need for bailout, with

expertise to delve into these matters, but

some of Cameroon's

staff assured the visiting

favorable

FY 201 1

and

in privatizing

wished to

flag

1

3, for

relations

with the IMF.

statistical,

and audit reforms

in

a 2-week consultation that

An IMF
would

budget.

BUDGET & TREASURY! The Ministry staff reported that a major payment had been made to
SONARA the previous month to cover the amount due. To forestall such problems in the future,
of accounting,

them

MCA scores.

team that they have very good

mission was in fact due in Yaounde on Monday, September
include a review of prospects for the

delays in liberalizing trade

number

a

implemented, with technical assistance from the IMF,

are being

New computer software
including between the Ministry and the regions. New

to bring Cameroon's procedures into closer alignment with international practices.
is

being installed to provide better

fiscal control,

spending limits have been imposed by law, breach of which requires the Minister to appear in the Assembly
to provide explanations

Cameroon
is

—and

legislative approval

said to be the

same on paper

as it

has been for

been recent changes in personnel and

more skepticism and

not assured, according to the

staff.

scrutiny.

As an example, they mentioned

data, including information

Transparency

Initiative,

TAX REFORMS

uses

business community.

It

process

until

4 a.m. Oil revenues

participation in EITI, the Extractive Industries

Government's web

on reform of business

much

that the oil windfall of two years ago led to a

The Director General ofTaxation described

includes a substantial focus

National Assembly, that have led to

made of the money that went on

on Cameroon's

now are posted on the

The

some years, but the Ministry staff observed that there have

attitudes, especially in the

contentious hearing by the Assembly on the

and other

is

has a US-style budgetary process including authorization and appropriation stages.

taxes

site at

www.spm.gov.cm.

a ten-year-old project in tax

and procedures

as well as

reform that

more dialogue with the

has been "a point of honor" to increase non-oil revenue, and such revenue has in

fact risen every year over the period.

The framework

for tax policy

is

of Central Africa, within which

of tax regimes in
rates are

then up

member
to the

set

CEMAC,

Cameroon

countries

member

by

is

Economic and Monetary Community

the largest economy.

and the range

countries.

the 6-nation

in

which

CEMAC rules set the broad outlines

tax rates can be

set.

Decisions on the actual

The permissible range of the Value-Added Tax (VAT),

for

example, was said to have been set at 15 to 18%. The staff maintained that Cameroon's total business tax

burden has

fallen to a level

Francophone Africa
Other

taxes,

such

as a
as

between

14% and 16%

in the last five years,

compared

to

17%

an average of

in

whole.

income

taxes,

could be subject to withholding procedures for more effective revenue

generation since, where formal street addresses are not available; the authorities cannot always find the
taxpayer to collect die amounts due or to refund any overpayments. Those

facts,

plus the opportunities for

corruption, are said to have led aid donors to urge an end to withholding, even for firms doing business with
the government.

Business

lists

are being disaggregated in order to identify large taxpayers

services.

Tax centers

forestry

and

are being established

around the country,

staffed

and provide more targeted

by specialists

in such industries as

energy. There are incentives available to businesses, such as free tax consultations

and help

with

filing, to

encourage them to join the centers. There

taxpayer hotline for complaints, in addition to the

web

is

a

The Cameroon economy

site

already mentioned.

is relatively diversified.

Manufacturing, 19.2%

To broaden the tax base and support other policy objectives
such

as

long-term growth, tax incentives are offered to
for investments in, for example, the social sectors

companies

and manufacturing, or

New businesses

for reinvestment in existing businesses.

are given a two-year

business licensing tax. There

is

exemption from the

a general

move toward

simplifying forms and procedures, including a
electronic filing of returns

—which

also

move toward

should help improve

transparency.

To improve

relations

with the business community the

Ministry holds regular meetings, including Tax

which individual businesses (and media)

are

Open Houses

encouraged to

attend. In addition, there are frequent consultations with

livestock,

5.9

2009 GDP

industry groups and trade associations to anticipate problems

and explain Ministry

initiatives.

Changes

in tax policy

%

breakdown, peicentof total

and

tax administration also are discussed in advance with the
private sector.

PROBLEMS OF DOING BUSINESS!

The IMF's

Article

competitiveness and economic growth, and identified the
constraint.

Drawing on such sources

as the

problems

as

to the

weak business environment

World Bank and

identified ten principal constraints to private

IV Report pointed

the

need to boost
as a

major

World Economic Forum, the

investment in Cameroon. They included such

report

common

inadequate financing, a shortage of electric power, corruption, and crime. Surprisingly for an

outsider, however, "Practices of the Informal Sector'were identified as the

number one problem.

A discussion of this point with the Ministry staff focused on the fact that most of Cameroon operates
as a

cash

economy in which the informal

businesses;

revenue.

it

The

accounts for about three-quarters of total employment and
sector

is

under taxed, complies with no

counterfeiting, smuggling,

businesses
for

sector dominates. This sector includes

and a

and outright

theft.

The

safety, health, or

result

is

48%

most farmers and small

of GDP, but only

odier regulations, and

5% of tax

may engage

in

severe competitive disadvantage for formal-sector

—whether

substantial disincentive to private investment

foreign or domestic. There

is

a need

an appropriate mix of incentives and sanctions to bring more informal businesses into the mainstream.

Businesses, formal
issues cited

by the

and otherwise,

IMF

face difficulties in dealing with regulatory authorities.

are tax administration, tax rates, trade

The team heard anecdotes about absent

or non-responsive officials,

seemingly pointless delays that could only be
opportunity to pursue these subjects.

and customs

regulations,

Among the

and corruption.

time-consuming procedures, and

ended by payment of bribes

— though

there

was no

N

MEETING THE PRIME MINISTER
Prime Minister Philemon Yang welcomed the

visiting

team and expressed the hope that

the visit had provided a chance to compare the reality of Cameroon to any erroneous

may have made

or incomplete information that

been informed that the Prime Minister

some of the

action to address

is

way

its

a practical

to

Washington. The team had

man who wants

to take concrete

and that was the

obstacles to Cameroon's development,

impression he conveyed on this occasion.
Since there had been

program
Prime Minister Philemon Yang

no opportunity
team

in other meetings, the

to discuss the government's privatization

raised this issue in the context of improving the

environment for business. The Prime Minister responded that the government has made
the basic decision to privatize, but
areas,

he

bad businessman"

—

There are

said,

it

where the

citing

long-term process.

will be a

private sector should intervene

mining and

and "the

state

is

a

railroads as

examples of sectors that should not

have state funding. The Prime Minister concluded that privatization in these sectors

makes

IN
Ambassador Joseph
Foe Atangana

B.C.

particular sense.

OO N

S

I

In wrapping up its stay, the visiting team heard once again
that the president has been thinking for some years about his
legacy.

A recurring theme in his year-end speeches for the last five years has been the need

to attack corruption.

purpose, and

of Finance and the
are

from the

Audit structures have been established in

several senior officials have
last

President's

two

been

many ministries

for this

arrested, including the previous Minister

Secretaries General at the Presidency. Several

of those arrested

own village

The range of activities around the quest

for

an

MCA program in Cameroon

is

very

broad, extending from the direct involvement of the Prime Minister, through anti-

corruption programs, to technical changes in tax policy and tax administration.

way now for

a period

to the effort

and

of years, these

initiatives

to constitute a clear

seem

to indicate a substantial

example of "the

in

Cameroon

is

to indicate a substantial

constitute a clear

18

commitment

MCA Effect" in action.

The range of activities around the quest for an

program

Under

MCA

very broad. ..these initiatives seem

commitment

example of "the

to the effort

MCA

and

to

Effect" in action.

1

APPENDIX
ANNEX 1
Cameroon's

MCA score sheet showing progress on indicators measuring inflation, fiscal

policy, natural

resources management, and immunization rates.

Population

Cameroon FY1

19,521,645

UC

GNI/Cap: $1,170

Ruling Justly
Political

Rights

Government

Civil Liberties

Rulo of

Law

Voico and

Effectiveness

Accountability

SKI
Median

17

29

Moriian

60

40

-I

30

Median

00

Median

0.00

Median

1

Median

0.00

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

40
0.0

20

0.0

-

i

i

*

i

*

0.0

0.0

•

*

i

20
10

«

.

• • • p •

-1.0

-1.0

2.0

-2.0

05

'07

'09

05

'07

'09

Freedom House

Freedom House

Sources:

-1.0

*

*

'07

'09

-1.0

.

05

'07

'09

World Bank/Brookings

WGI

•

05

'07

World Bank/Brookings

WGI

-2.0

2.0

'09

05

'07

'09

World Bank/Brookings

05

WGI

World Bank/Brookings

WGI

Investing In People
Immunization Rales

Health Expenditures

Primary Education
Expenditures

Natural Resource

Girls' Primary
Education Completion

Management
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10

'05

'09

'07

'05

'07

06

'09

WHO

WHO/UNICEF

'08

'10

UNESCO/National Sourcas

Economic Freedom
Roguljtory Quality

00

'06

'07

Land Rights and
Accer Median

'09

World Bank/Brookings

How to Read

'

WGI

Scorecard: Each

597

'06

'06

IFAD/IFC

Business Stjrt-Up

Median

944

Trado Policy

Median

Inflation

j

Fiscal Policy

Wm
68.6

15

.Max.

Median

2 3

'10

IFC

Heritage Foundation

IMF

WEO

IMF WEO

MCC Candidate Country receives an

annual scorecard assessing its performance In 3 policy categories: Ruling Justly, Investing in People,
and Economic Freedom. Under thB name of each indicator Is the country's score and percentile ranking in its income peer group (0% Is worst; 50% is the median; 100% Is
bast), Under each country's percentile ranking Is the peer group median. Country performance is evaluated relative to the peer group median. Scores above the median,
represented with green, meet the performance standard. Scores at or below the median, represented with red, do not meet the performance standard. The black line that
runs along the horizontal axis represents the peer group median. Each of the Worldwide Governance Indicators (Wcrld Bank/Brookings Institution) is accompanied by a
margin of error, which is represented by the vertical blue bar.
this

For more Information regarding the Millennium Challenge Account Selection Process and these indicators, please consult MCC's website:

www.mccgov

ANNEX 2
12-member Electoral Board composed of persons of "stature, moral uprightness,
honesty, patriotism, neutrality, and impartiality."

The ELECAM law
intellectual

calling for a

PEACE - WORK - FATHERLAND

REPUBLIC OF CAMEROON

LAW. No.

2

6-/

1

1

,

m

2 9 P£C 2008

TO SET UP AND LAY DOWN THE OEGANIZATlON AND
FUNCTIONING OF ELECTIONS CAMEROON (ELECAM)'

The National Assembly deliberated and adopted,
the President
set out

beldw

the Republic here'bp enacts the law

ANNEX 2, CONTINUED
The ELECAM law
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ANNEX 3
from the

Lists of representatives

names of their chairmen and their political party

political parties, including the

members.

DOCUMENTS

SEPTEMI8! 2010

K Extreme-Nord

Composition des Commissions de revision des flstes electorates dans la region de
ArthMer^Ettraiste&, pot mmpt/ifcla due designate

COMMUNES
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'

I

.
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ANNEX
National Anti-Corruption Commission brochure

ACTIVITIES OF THE

Republic of Cameroon
Peace -Work -Fatherland

NACC AND COOPERATION

NACC IN 2008

Presidency of the Republic

Bilateral and multilateral cooperation with the partners
development Involved in fight against corruption in Cameroon.

NACC Is involved In many programs. Among them

= Forum on

the fight against corruption in the
ransport sector, 25" march -1" April 3008

•

The CHOC Program (change

NATIONAL ANTI-CORRUPTION
COMMISSION

Oppose to

habits,

Corruption)

sForum on the fight against corruption In the
,h
ition Sector ig' April, 6" and 8 May idoB
1

:

Edu•

1

CASC Program

(reinforcing the capacities of the

;

'

control

Involved

structures

the

in

against

fight

corruption

MrrfarmaUon seminar for Antkarruptton units In
ilnlstrlei, open to NGOs and the madia : i" Septem-

•

PARC

Program
governance ),

reforms

(Institutional

In

good

erioofl;

The Network working with the NACC
^Reflexion day on corruption In the madia
h

:

4* and

•

September 2MB;

investigations and field enquiries

et up by presidential Decree
°2006/o88

Global Knowledge on transport Partnership which

comprises more than 130 countries overthe world
>Several studies are being carried out, notably the
udy to prevent corruption in the payment of pen-

It Is

order to fill the condltlonnallties of our partners, our
on iglh november :oo8, created the Notional
composed with civil society, NGOs,
Public administrations, religious organisations and the media.
In

Institution;

Ministry of the Econ-

NACC received from the

Coalition ogafnst Corruption,

a list*
ny, Planlflcation and Regional Development
projects
g of projects of the last five years. Such
currently being analysed and physical controls

field controls

were

carried out In

Organ

the National Coalition

der to track and sanction corruption deeds In the
import sector (road users being ransomed, asssment of the functioning of road checks, toll

shall

meet under

regurlaly

NACC

capacity as National Commission

In

in

order to define and put

place the

in

national strategy against corruption according to the law which

organizes Its -functioning.

The National
want to be part of It.

and weighing stations)!

ites,

In its

charge of fighting against corruption
and
direct authority of
In Cameroon, placed under the highest and
the President of the Republic It will coordinate the activities of
Institutional

xcutlon.

Unannounced

structures

supervision of the NACC,

a bid to assess their

In

these

All

e

e going to be organised

an IndepwfilrffpflBI!cDody charged

with contributing to the fight against
corruption and placed under the authority
of the President of the Republic.

NATIONAL COALITION AGAINST CORRUPTION

an dues;
*The

National Anti-corruption Commission

he

AntKonuptlon

of

Association

International

Agencies (IAAC) which comprises more than 150
countries over the world

Coalition

Is still

opened

to

ail

those

who

Spgrfd CuartT ftf *hm NACC In 100B
Investigations are currently being carried out on
portant financial misappropriations, as well as on

1 H.E Janet
•

lumber of corruption deeds.

The NACC

Is

E.

Carvey, United States

Ambassador to Cameroon,

MadamCRACAMACHEl^Memberofthe Panel of

African Peer

Review Mechanism (APHM) in charge of Cameroon

The NACC Is located

running a radio programme on the
of CRTV aimed at sensitising, edu-

and Informing the

,

TheNACEhlftatedittheflntfloorof the
Ywunde Corrfertnca Centre, Yaounde

& t-A

public.

IV/lWW

The web iH« of the NACC

Is

functioning well

Website : //www.c Qnac-cameroun.net
Mallto: infos@conac-cameroun.net

and
ftieBm !nMjtoaciamcoaiD.D£t

dated regularly.

Tel: 22 20

Tftl«JDS7J7/»«J73»
Fix; » 10 37 10
B.PiniaoYaountte

COORDINATION COMMITTEE

rhe

National Anti-Corruption was set up

on the

11"

a decree of the President of

the Republic.
It

is

an independent public body charged with

itributing to the fight against corruption.

the Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson, the
Besides
Coordination Committee comprises nine members

Carrying out

,

where necessary, on-

the- spot controls

pointed by decree of the President of the Republic for a
term of 3 three yian, renewable once where necessary.

PERMANENT SECRETARIAT
tary

is

Chairperson. The Permanent Secretariat Is responsible for.

handling matters of the Commission;

=>

coordinating activities of the structures of the Commission;

ensuring the training and retraining of Commission

staff;

=5

assisting

ments;

=>

participating In gathering evidence within the

Identifying the causes of corruption and proposing to
the relevant authorities, measures likely to lead to its

work of inquiries conducted by the Commission;
=> collecting, centralizing and analyzing information and
denunciations In respect of corrupt practices, deeds and

Performing any other duties assigned to
dent of the Republic

It

by the

Presi-

Commissioners on Investigation missions;

frame

=>

conducting

studies

on capacity

building

for

analyzing reports from anti-corruption units

.h

pect of corrupt deeds and facts.

be bound to protect its sources
information. Provided that, where the malicious Intent
!s
established,
the Commission shall dfsInformer
the
se the source concerned at the behest of the court

The Commission

In

=>
=>

NACQ

,

mendatlons.

The Permanent Secretariat

shall

comprise: The

Irv

vestigatlons Division; The Prevention and Communication ^
Division; The Studies and Cooperation Division; the Mail and

Records Service; the General Affairs Service; The Translation
Service.

government,

s

=> may resort to any competent authority for
tance In the discharge of their duties;

a

=» shall be authorized to request Information (
any public servant, whether an official or no
well as from any natural person or corpc

body awarded a public contract

Where deeds and

facts likely to be cai

^h^fi^S^Sr^em^mBj^ denui

monitoring the Implementation of Commission recom-J

shall

all

and private services, as well as all d
ments and Information needed for the dlsch
public

wards the file to the President of the Republii
appropriatede^flE^^ffiS^cfi ln Drder t0 f!

preparing meetings and drawing up half-yearly and
yearly reports of the

=> have a right to access

anti-

tries;

Any

vested with the relevant powers to monitor, as
and investigate in the performance of their dutle

minis-

corruption bodies;

natural person or corporate body may also lodge
the Commission, any complaint or denunciation in

\

ered as corruption or any related offences are e:
llshed, the Commission gathers evidence and

facts or similar offences;

The Commission may also initiate proceedings for any
rupt practices, deeds and facts and similar offences

h which it Is acquainted.

the

of their duties;

=.

Disseminating and popularizing anti-corruption ele-

eradication from all

In

To that end, Commissioners on assignm

placed under the authority of a Permanent Secrethe main administrative assistant of the Commission

It Is

of execution of projects, as well as the evaluation of
conditions of public contracts awards;

public or semi-public services;

conducts business only

person has the casting vote.
The Commission duly Investigates, wit!
reasonable time-frame, upon receipt of any de
ciatlon or matter referred to It. Commissioner!

practices,

tion;

validly

moral conduct,

Gathering, centralizing and analyzing denunciations
and information forwarded to It In respect of corrupt

any measures aimed at forestalling or curbing corrup-

>

ence of two-thirds of Its members. Decisions ol
Coordination Committee are taken by a simple
Jorfty of members present In case of a tie, the C

The Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson of the Commismembers of the Coordination Committee are ap-

deeds and facts and similar offences;
Conducting all studies or investigations and proposing

Coordination Committee meets at
once every month at the behest of
Chairperson. The Coordination Comm

The

chosen from among personalities from the administration and civil society, who have shown proof
of Integrity in the exercise of their duties and are of good

sion and
It Is notably responsible fen
Monitoring and evaluating the effective Implementation of government's antl- corruption plan;

33 200 Yaounde

H)NCTI"N| NG OF THE CO MMISSION

STRUCTURES OP THE COMMISSION

PRESENTATION OF THE NACC

3732/2220372?

Fax: 22 20 37 30
B.P:

of March 3006 by

at the first floor

of the Conference Centre Yaounde

tlonal station
tfrig

Ihe Commission requests the competent

S

Services. The Commission Chairperson may din
T
contact the Minister In charge of Justice, and In!

the employer of the accused person (s) thereof.
The Commission Chairperson and mem
of the Coordination Committee may follow up

I

proceedings

In court.

ANNEX 5
September 10 newspaper front page announcing that the President had recruited Ambassador Andrew Young's
firm, at a cost of "billions," an outright lie, in order to burnish his image ahead of the 2011 election.

1

ANNEX 6
directorate,

who accepts a single payment

Treasury
The fee schedule from the Finance Ministry's
application packet.
the
in
schedule
printed
for all fees listed on the
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ABOUT

GOODWORKS
In 1996, two

men

joined forces to

fill

of vision

—Ambassadors Andrew Young and Carlton Masters

a particular set of needs primarily faced

by

enterprising U.S.

multinational companies seeking to enter the emerging markets of Africa and the

Caribbean. Combining their experience in international business, finance and politics
as well as their substantial contacts

and

Africa and the Caribbean, Ambassadors

relationships throughout the

world and

especially

Young and Masters formed GoodWorks,

a

private corporation, dedicated to directly linking the potential of emerging markets to
Ambassador Andrew
Young, Co-Chairman

the promise of commercial ventures.

GoodWorks

entered this environment of untapped promise to offer our clients

a unique combination of professional experiences, strategic business alliances and

worldwide

relationships.

These strengths are leveraged on behalf of our

clients to

produce significant achievements in a variety of industries in various emerging markets.
Providing support services to corporations and governments engaged in innovative
strategies for a

changing global economy, GoodWorks continues to play a

linking progressive companies with fast-growing economies to

create,

catalytic role,

develop and pursue

Carlton Masters,

Co-Chairman

& CEO

profitable business opportunities that

Since

its

formation more than ten years ago,

efforts that foster

in Africa

might otherwise go unrealized.

GoodWorks

has been actively engaged in

improved standards of living, education, health and capacity building

and the Caribbean.

We have promoted improvements in U.S. policies toward

the regions, including advocating for the African

Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA)

and subsequendy working with African governments

to assist

them

in harmonizing their

national policies to maximize their ability to attract U.S. private investments and gain
Omar Arouna,
Managing Director

access to U.S. markets.

Mr. Barber

is

Senior Advisor for African Development

key liaison with African and U.S. Government
offices

State

on

and

legislative Issues,

and with

member of the

L.

Barber,

III,

years

in

the

GoodWorks Washington

and agencies.

Mr. Barber

Government agencies such

as the

office.

He serves

as a

works with congressional

Departments of Commerce,

World Bank and

African

Development Bank. He represents GoodWorks as

Financing and Agribusiness Task Forces of the Corporate Council on Africa.

Prior to joining

Edwin

in

Treasury, Export-Import Bank, Overseas Private Investment Corporation as well as international

financial institutions including the
a

U.S.

officials

GWI, Mr. Barber had

a

43 year career with the United States Government, including 17

the Foreign Service, 25 years at the U.S. Department of Treasury, and 13 years as head of the Office

Senior Advisor

of African Nations. In that position he

on issues such as debt

relief,

was responsible

for

shaping

U.S.

economic and

financial policies

trade and investment, International Financial Institutions programs, and

macroeconomic and development policy dialogue. He has

also played a key role in extended visits to Africa

by three successive United States Secretaries of the Treasury.
Mr. Barber holds Masters Degrees in

from the University of Michigan, and

Economics from George Washington University and Asian Studies

a bachelor's

degree with honors from Amherst College. He speaks

fluent Indonesian.
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